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Appendix J: Dewatering System
J.1 GENERAL
A gate bay dewatering system is required for maintenance and periodic inspection of the Wild Rice River
Structure and the Red River Structure. The PDT sought input from the Sponsor Representatives,
evaluated and applied requirements from applicable Engineer Regulations and Engineer Manuals,
reviewed agreements with agencies regarding fish passage at the structures, evaluated hydrology at the
sites, performed a risk assessment, and developed a cost comparison before recommending a system.
In addition, a plan for installation and removal of the system was developed to demonstrate that the
recommended system would work at these sites. A memorandum for record (MFR) was developed to
document the investigations, design work, and discussions supporting the PDT’s recommendation for
design of the dewatering systems for the Wild Rice River Structure and the Red River Structure. The
MFR Fargo-Moorhead Metro Flood Risk Management Project, Wild Rice River and Red River Structures
Dewatering System is attached to this appendix.
The purpose of this appendix is to attach the MFR to the DDR in a way that highlights the significance of
the decisions made. A more detailed description of the dewatering system and associated design
considerations can be found in the main DDR in section 3.6 Dewatering System, and in the attached
MFR.

J.2 COMPONENTS INCLUDED IN WILD RICE RIVER STR. CONTRACT
The girders, support columns, panels, and associated hardware required to dewater the Wild Rice River
Structure are included in the contract for the Wild Rice River Structure so that these system components
can be test fit and demonstrated to work before closeout of the contract. Additional components
needed to dewater a bay of the Red River Structure will be included in the contract for that structure.
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Memorandum for Record
Subject: Fargo-Moorhead Metro Flood Risk Management Project, Wild Rice River and Red
River Structures Dewatering System
1

PURPOSE

The purpose of this memo is to document PDT investigations, design work, and discussions supporting
the PDT’s recommendation for the design of the dewatering systems for the Wild Rice River Structure
and the Red River Structure. A gate bay dewatering system will be required for maintenance and
periodic inspection. As for an emergency closure requirement, there is no direct USACE guidance. Per
EM 1110-2-2602, the decision to install an emergency closure system is made on a project by project
basis. The decision regarding the requirement for emergency closure will be informed by evaluating
risks of a tainter gate being inoperable (stuck open), failed structurally or misoperated. The risk
influence factors include, gate and mechanical equipment design, ability to mitigate flows operationally,
likelihood of downstream consequences, magnitude of downstream consequences and cost.

2

RECOMMENDATION

The PDT recommends that the dewatering system be designed for maintenance purposes only with the
following specific characteristics:
(1) The dewatering system will be a girder and panel system with dedicated girders at each site and
interchangeable panels that can be used at both sites.
(2) The panels will be 25 feet in height.
(3) The system will be designed to allow dewatering of one bay at a time for maintenance activities
during low flow periods (July to November).
Based on evaluation, the PDT’s findings indicate that a dewatering system capable of being installed
under flow to provide emergency closure capability is not warranted due to the level of risk and the
level of potential consequences.

3

REFERENCES

The following regulations and design criteria were reviewed for application to this design and are
referenced in this memo and/or appendices:
ER 1110-2-1156

Safety of Dams – Policy and Procedures (31 March 2014)

ER 1130-2-530

Flood Control Operations and Maintenance Policies (30 Oct 1996)

EM 1110-2-2610

Mechanical and Electrical Design for Lock and Dam Operating Equipment

EM 1110-2-2602

Planning and Design of Navigation Locks (30 September 1995)

4

HYDRAULICS AND HYDROLOGY

Operation and Maintenance (O&M) activities at both the Wild Rice River and Red River Structures would
take place during periods of low flow, typically between July and November. For the Wild Rice River
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Structure, the USGS gage at the I-29 bridge (USGS gage: 464243096495100) was used to develop a series
of late summer/fall monthly flow and elevation duration curves to better understand what the typical
flows and water surface elevations would be during this time. Since the I-29 gage has only 3 years of
flow records, its data were compared to the long-term record at the Abercrombie gage (period of
record: 1932 to present). This comparison yielded very similar flows between the two gages. Monthly
flow and elevation duration curves for the Red River Structure were also developed based on the USGS
gage at Hickson (USGS gage: 05051522). This USGS gage contains 41 years of record and is located
approximately 5 miles upstream of the proposed Red River Structure location.
All of the elevation duration curves for both the Wild Rice and Red River Structures have been translated
from the long-term gaging site location (i.e.: Abercrombie or Hickson) to the structure’s location. This
translation occurred by either comparing USGS rating curves for the Wild Rice River Structure, or
through RAS model runs for the Red River Structure.
At this point, the preferred dewatering system type is maintenance-level and consists of a panel and
girder system. There is a desire to consider the feasibility of sharing the vertical panels between the two
sites. With that approach, dewatering at each location would have to take place during separate
months of the year, or on different years. The Red River Structure will constantly see higher flows and
stages than the Wild Rice River Structure and the sill elevation of the Red River Structure is lower;
therefore, the height of the dewatering panels is governed by the criteria that satisfies an appropriate
height of the dewatering system on the Red River Structure.
To date, there is no governing USACE Engineering Manual (EM) or Engineering Regulation (ER) that
defines the required level of protection for maintenance dewatering systems. Rather, the level of
protection is determined based on the specific conditions and circumstances for each situation. As a
result, the stage-duration curves were used to estimate what the PDT feels is an appropriate height for
the dewatering system, based on the time of the year in which they would be used.

4.1

Height of Dewatering System

Three different heights for the dewatering system were considered when determining the appropriate
height at the Red River Structure: 20 feet, 25 feet, and 30 feet. The top elevation of these three
dewatering system alternatives are listed in the table below.
Table 4-1: Top of Dewatering System
Height of Dewatering System
(ft)
20
25
30

Top of Dewatering System Elevation (NAVD 88)
Wild Rice River Structure
Red River Structure
(Sill elevation = 886.6)
(Sill elevation = 873.0)
906.6
893.0
911.6
898.0
916.6
903.0

The following three tables contain information on the percent of time a particular stage is equaled or
exceeded for each of the three dewatering system height alternatives. This data comes directly from
the elevation-duration curves for both structures’ locations.
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Table 4-2: Dewatering System Height of 20 Feet
Month
June
July
August
September
October
November

Percent of Time Stage will Equal or Exceed Top of the
Dewatering System
Wild Rice River Structure
Red River Structure
1%
33%
0%
17%
0%
6%
0%
1%
0%
2%
0%
3%
Table 4-3: Dewatering System Height of 25 Feet

Month
June
July
August
September
October
November

Percent of Time Stage will Equal or Exceed Top of the
Dewatering System
Wild Rice River Structure
Red River Structure
0%
12%
0%
2%
0%
1%
0%
0%
0%
1%
0%
1%
Table 4-4: Dewatering System Height of 30 Feet

Month
June
July
August
September
October
November

Percent of Time Stage will Equal or Exceed Top of the
Dewatering System
Wild Rice River Structure
Red River Structure
0%
2%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
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Height Recommendation of Dewatering System

The PDT’s recommendation is to construct a maintenance level dewatering system to a height of 25.0
feet based on the time of the year when the dewatering system will be used (July – November) and the
very low probability (≤ 2%) that any of these stages will equal or exceed the top of the dewatering
system at either structure.

4.3

Inundation Scenarios

Three different gate loss scenarios were run using an unsteady 2D HEC-RAS model for the PMF scenario
in combination with the recommended alignment and profile of the embankment south of the Diversion
Inlet Structure. These three scenarios modeled:
(1) Complete loss of one gate at the Wild Rice River Structure
(2) Complete loss of one gate at the Red River Structure
(3) Complete loss of one gate at both the Wild Rice and Red River Structures
The PMF hydrograph for this analysis was generated by HMG and used the accepted PMF discharge into
the staging area of approximately 204,000 cfs. To be conservative, flow was only able to pass over the
Limited Service Spillway (LSS) and not through the Diversion Inlet Structure. This resulted in an
artificially higher pool elevation, which describes the upper limit to the area inundated and depth of
inundation as a result of losing one gate at either, or both, structures. Loss of the gate for each of the
three scenarios was triggered by the staging area reaching an elevation of 924.0 feet.
Progression of Flood Wave
In general, overland flooding progresses slowly from the Wild Rice River and Red River Structures to the
city center. This is due, in part, to the very mild gradient of the floodplain and the fact that many of the
east-west roads between both structures and the in-town levees are constructed a few feet higher than
the surrounding topography. As a result, these barriers prevent this uncontrolled flow from progressing
downstream more quickly. Modeling results suggest that overland flows will not reach the low-lying,
local drainage ditches at the southern-most portion of the in-town levees until approximately 8 hours
after a breach for either of the first two scenarios modeled. More substantial overland flood waters
(i.e.: high enough to begin to loading the levee) take approximately 24 hours to reach the southern
portion of the in-town levee system.
Flooding within the benefitted area would begin immediately after a complete gate failure at either
location. Within one hour of a gate failure, flood waters at the Wild Rice River Structure would extend
approximately 0.75 miles north, east, and west of the structure with a water depth of 1-2 feet at the
structure. After two hours, flood waters have spread to approximately 1.5 miles east and west, and
roughly 1 mile north of the structure, with depths ranging between 1.5 and 2.5 feet at the structure.
After four hours, overland flood waters have spread approximately 2.5 miles to the east and west, and
1.5 miles downstream of the structure with water depths between 2.5 and 3.5 feet at the structure.
This progression is similar to a complete gate failure at the Red River Structure.
Depth and Area of Inundation
Inundation depths during each of these gate failure scenarios is relatively small as a result of the flatness
of the basin. Maximum depths around the Wild Rice River and Red River Structure for any of the three
scenarios analyzed are less than 4 feet.
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Water surface profiles for each of the three modeled scenarios were compared to the top of levee
height at the location of the Fargo gage. Results of this comparison can be found in the table below. To
be conservative, the reported stages in column (3) have been rounded up to the nearest 0.5 feet.

Table 4-5: Maximum Water Elevations Due to Gate Failure
(2)

(3)

Approximate Maximum Water
Surface Elevation (NAVD 88)

Approximate Maximum Stage
above USGS gage at Fargo (ft)

Loss of one gate at the Wild
Rice River Structure

899.7

37.0

Loss of one gate at the Red
River Structure

903.7

41.0

Loss of one gate at both Wild
Rice River and Red River
Structure

905.7

43.0

(1)
Gate Failure Scenario
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Figure 4-1: City of Fargo Flood Mitigation Projects Completed
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As seen in the figure above, most of the in-town levees are built to the water surface profile correlating
with a stage of 44 feet (906.74 feet at the USGS gage at Fargo, NAVD 88). The top elevation of the
lowest section of the in-town levees is a stage of 42.5 feet, located near 32nd Avenue South. Although
the above table indicates that complete failure of one gate at either the Wild Rice River or Red River
Structures would not overtop the in-town levees, some of these levee systems tie into ground that is at
a stage of approximately 39.5 feet. In these areas, emergency measures would need to be constructed
in order to prevent flooding in the benefitted area.

5

RISK ASSESSMENT

The Southern Embankment includes two control structures which control flow into the benefitted area
during a flooding event. The structure at the Wild Rice River has two 40-foot wide tainter gates and the
structure at the Red River has three 50-foot wide tainter gates. A gate bay closure system will be
required for maintenance and periodic inspection. The decision regarding the requirement for
emergency closure will be informed by evaluating the risks of a tainter gate being inoperable (stuck
open), failed structurally, or mis-operated. The risk influence factors include gate and mechanical
equipment design, ability to mitigate flows operationally, likelihood of downstream consequences,
magnitude of downstream consequences, and cost.

5.1

Feasibility Report, Emergency Closure

The Main Report of Final Feasibility Report and Environmental Impact Statement, Fargo-Moorhead
Metropolitan Area Flood Risk Management, Red River of the North, includes the Errata Sheet dated
November 2011 does not directly address emergency closures. The feasibility report, Appendix J
Structural, does refer to the use of “secondary bulkheads in case the tainter gates malfunction” for the
structural design of the WRRS and RRS. Again, no evaluation was performed during the feasibility effort.

5.2

Potential Failure Mode (PFM) - Tainter Gate Operating Machinery Failure

Under normal circumstances, the tainter gates will be fully open and will be dogged. The failure or
malfunction of the tainter gate operating machinery or any of its subcomponents could cause a tainter
gate to become stuck in the open position. The tainter gate operating machinery is comprised of
mechanical drive components and electrical control and power systems. As detailed in the following
discussion, a tainter gate being stuck in the open position due to failure of the gate operating machinery
is unlikely. This is because (1) there is proven reliability in similar gate operating machinery; (2) there is
the potential for intervention under certain conditions; and (3) it is likely that, with proper Operation
and Maintenance procedures, most issues could be found and corrected early.
Potential Mechanical Failures and Intervention
In the event of a failure of open gearing, gearboxes, or hoist drums, the tainter gate would be
inoperable. The outage could be several days to several months. This is because using an alternate
means of lowering the gate (with a crane, for example) would be difficult to implement during a flood
event, and it can be expected that there is a long lead time for new gears and gearboxes or repair parts.
Failure of shafting, couplings, or any connecting hardware between the worm gearbox and the parallel
gearboxes could be repaired as long as the gate dogging devices were engaged. The dogging devices
hold the tainter gate in the fully open position and take the load off of the gate operating machinery
when the system is not in use. It is expected that these repairs could be made with local resources
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within a day or two. The design includes a spare brake which can be replaced in less than a day. This
work would also require the dogging devices to be engaged.
5.2.1.1 Reliability of Similar Gate Operating Machinery
The St. Paul District has over 120 similar tainter gate operating machinery installations at the locks and
dams on the Upper Mississippi River. Additionally, other types of gate and valve operating machinery in
the District feature comparable subcomponents such as hoist drums, gearboxes, open gearing, shafts,
couplings, motors, and brakes. Historically, this machinery has been very reliable due, in part, to the
factors of safety used in the design. Per EM 1110-2-2610, all of the WRRS and RRS tainter gate
operating machinery components are designed with a minimum factor of safety of 5. Additional factors
of safety are applied to some components (such as shafts) to account for shock loading and fatigue. EM
1110-2-2610 also requires that “all components should be designed for a unit stress not to exceed 75%
of the yield strength of the material” at the locked rotor torque of the motor. The WRRS and RRS
motors have a locked rotor torque of 200% of the full load motor torque during normal operation. With
this additional requirement, many of the machinery components will have an inherent factor of safety
higher than the required 5. Because of this, it is expected that the mechanical components on the
WRRS and RRS tainter gate operating machinery will be just as reliable as the gate operating machinery
on the Mississippi River dam gates.
Potential Electrical Failures and Intervention
A more likely failure mode for the tainter gate operating machinery would be a failed electrical
component or power loss. Nearly all electrical issues can be temporarily fixed in emergency situations in
a matter of hours. The motor control centers and pushbutton controls can be bypassed by wiring threephase power directly into the motor. Limit switches can also be bypassed. Any breaks in electrical
cables could be quickly repaired. The brakes can be manually operated in the event that they cannot be
electrically disengaged. A spare motor will be provided at each site and can be replaced in less than a
day. A power outage would temporarily render the gate inoperable, but provisions to connect a
portable generator have been included in the design. Any of these temporary repairs can be made with
the tainter gate in any position (the dogging devices do not need to be engaged). It should be noted
that any electrical repairs should be carried out by an experienced electrician and only in emergency
situations. While temporary electrical repairs are in place, any gate movements should be made using
extreme caution.
Maintenance, Testing, and Inspection
While the chance of a tainter gate becoming stuck in the open position is unlikely, the design will call for
a robust maintenance, testing, and inspection program. Trial gate operations will be required at least
once a year, prior to the beginning of the spring flood season. Any issues with the gate operating
machinery or electrical system that would cause the gate to become stuck open could be identified and
addressed prior to the flood season.

5.3

Tainter Gate Misoperation

A misoperated tainter gate can be corrected in a relatively short time with minimal impacts.
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Potential Failure Mode (PFM) - Structural Gate Failure

Description
A flood event with an annual chance of exceedance (ACE) comparable to the PMF. A gate movement is
directed based on flow conditions. As the gate is operated, trunnion friction increases. The gate
operator personnel does not recognize the overstress and continues to move the gate. The gate strut
arms are over-stressed and buckle. The gate comes off the trunnion hub, rotates, and is washed down
stream causing an uncontrolled release of water into the benefited area. River stages in town rise and
lead to overtopping of low spots in the in-town levee system.
Background
The FMM trunnion assembly is shown below that shows the pin bushing arrangement. The bushing
material is a composite self-lubricating type. The exact bushing material to be used will not be known
until construction shop drawings are approved during EDC. However, the bushing is considered a
Fracture Critical Bearing (FCB) and specifications are the most current version recommended by the
USACE Hydro Electric Design Center (HDC) in Portland, Oregon. Composite self-lubricating bushings
typically have an “as designed condition” friction coefficient of 0.1 or less. Per USACE guidance, the
FMM design assumes a “failed bushing condition” friction coefficient value of 0.3.

Figure 5-1: DIS Plans, SG412 Trunnion Assembly
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Gate Arrangement/Structural Condition: The gates are new and use proven member configurations and
connections details to minimize fracture and fatigue. The modern configuration helps minimize the
number of FCMs and increases redundancy.
Inspection/Maintenance/Exercising of Gates: Since the Southern Embankment dam is operated as a
temporary water staging area and not as a permanent reservoir, water is not on the gate for extended
periods of time. Additionally, a dewatering system is provided to completely dry the gate bays, which
allows for complete inspection and maintenance of the gates. Unlike some reservoir tainter gates, the
FMM tainter gates can be exercised and tested over their full travel on a yearly basis. Any issues could
be identified ahead of any flood season.
Bushing Failure: The tainter gate trunnion assembly is depicted in Figure 5-1 above and shows the pin
bushing arrangement. The bushing material is a composite self-lubricating type. The exact bushing
material to be used will not be known until construction shop drawings are approved during EDC.
However, the bushing is considered a Fracture Critical Bearing (FCB) and specifications are the most
current version recommended by the USACE Hydro Electric Design Center (HDC) in Portland, Oregon.
Composite self-lubricating bushings typically have an “as designed condition” friction coefficient of 0.1
or less. Per USACE guidance, the FMM design assumes a “failed bushing condition” friction coefficient
value of 0.3.
Tainter Gate Strut Arm Failure: As stated above, the gate is designed for the failed bushing condition
with the calculated strut arm interaction ratios about 0.90-0.95. Therefore the strut arms are already
designed for the overload condition.
Risk Estimates
The tainter gates are the most vulnerable when initially lifted as the condition of trunnion hub is not
known until the gate moves. Increased trunnion friction can increase stresses in the strut arms causing
them to buckle and fail the gate. Tainter gates are generally reliable if operated and maintained on a
regular basis. Modern design of gates accounts for worn or damaged trunnion bushings by accounting
for the associated increase in friction factor. For a modern designed tainter gate that is well operated
and maintained, the probability of structural failure is relatively low. Based on historical data, each
well-designed gate that is maintained, inspected, and exercised should have an annualized failure rate in
the range of 1E-04 to 1E-05 or possibly lower. When combined with the near PMF reservoir levels that
would lead to life safety or economic damages (annual chance of exceedance for the PMF 1/1000 to
1/10000), the Annualized Probability of Failure of a FMM tainter gate causing dam failure is estimated at
1E-07 or lower. This also includes well maintained tainter gate failures stemming from mechanical
flaws.
Consequences
In accordance with ER 1110-2-1156, Table J.1 Hazard Potential Classification for Civil Works Projects, the
southern embankment is classified as a high hazard dam. The Fargo-Moorhead Metro (FMM) area is
downstream of the dam. The population of the FMM metropolitan area is approximately 200,000 (2009
census).
Life safety modeling specifically for a tainter gate failure was not performed. Existing breach and
inundation analysis was used to establish a range of life safety associated for a failed gate. The 2011
breach analysis for the southern embankment, estimated the life loss to be on the order of 4 to 12 for
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events between the 0.01 and 0.002 ACE. The reservoir elevation at the PMF is only 1.5 feet higher and
therefore estimated life loss would not increase by an order of magnitude. Additionally, flows from a
gate failure would be limited by the size of the bay which would be much smaller than the breach size
assumed for the embankment.
Incremental Life Safety Risk Matrix
As shown below, conservatively, the failure of a tainter gate would plot at or below the axis of a typical
risk matrix. A mechanical failure is expected to also fall within the uncertainty box shown in the risk
matrix below.

PFM 2: Tainter Gate Failure

Figure 5-2: Risk Matrix for Tainter Gate Failure

5.5

Recommendation

Hydraulic analysis indicates that it is very unlikely that the in-town levees would be overtopped from a
tainter gate failure or a gate stuck in the open position. Even if levees were overtopped, the risk is
estimated to be well below a tolerable limit. Based on this evaluation, it is recommended that only a
maintenance level dewatering system be provided for the Wild Rice River and Red River Structures.

6

EVALUATION OF DEWATERING SYSTEMS

Both the bulkhead systems and the panel and girder systems were evaluated for the Red River Structure
and the Wild Rice River Structure. The benefits of each system were evaluated along with the cost. A
detailed description of the systems and the factors considered are attached in Appendix A and Appendix
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B. Basic configurations of the systems are shown below. Note: Figures in Section 6 were developed for
the initial evaluation using preliminary elevations. Current design elevations can be found in Table 4-1
for the 25 foot high dewatering system.

6.1

Alternative #1: Bulkhead Systems

Bulkhead systems would consist of four interchangeable bulkheads at the Wild Rice River Structure. The
bulkhead system at the Red River Structure would consist of eight sequential bulkheads that would need
to be installed in a specific sequence due to the height of protection required. This would be enough
bulkheads at each site to allow dewatering of one gate bay at a time at each site.

Figure 6-1: Bulkhead Dewatering System
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The bulkheads would have the following characteristics:







6.2

Two girder bulkheads at both sites require that each girder be designed as fracture critical.
Bulkheads would be designed with rollers on the ends to mitigate sliding friction and allow
installation under flow.
Bulkheads would be designed with the skin plate on the upstream side.
Bulkheads would be designed with a stiffness corresponding to a uniform deflection to maintain
seal integrity under load.
Each site would require its own lifting beam for installation and removal of the bulkheads.
Maximum lifting force was based on available cranes for rent in the Fargo-Moorhead area.

Alternative #2: Panel and Girder System

Vertical steel panels, dedicated horizontal girders, and vertical guides at each site. The panel and girder
system would have the following characteristics:








Panels can be used at both the Wild Rice and Red River Structures.
Girders will be sized individually for each site.
Panel interlocks will be designed to be self-sealing. Divers not required.
Panels will have a demarcation line on each panel to ensure adequate seal bearing.
Recesses will be provided for the end panels to eliminate the need for wedge seals.
Panel heights based on requirements for the Red River Structure. Panels will be taller than
necessary at the Wild Rice River Structure.
Vertical guides are required to provide a sealing surface between panels and to allow the panels
to be interchangeable between the Wild Rice River Structure and the Red River Structure.
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Figure 6-2: Panel Girder Dewatering System

6.3

Cost Comparison

The following table summarizes the costs of the three systems evaluated. The cost estimate is based on
preliminary elevations, but the cost relationship between the two systems is still valid for relative
comparison.
Table 6-1: Relative Costs of Dewatering System Alternatives
System

Cost
$ 5,160,000
$ 1,760,000

Bulkhead System
Panel and Girder System

*Cost includes the total cost for both the Wild Rice River structure and the Red River Structure and
includes costs for bulkheads, lifting beams, girders, and panels as applicable. The costs shown do not
include installation costs.

6.4

Recommended Dewatering System

The PDT recommends using a panel and girder system with girders dedicated to each site and 25 foot
long panels that can be used at both the Wild Rice River Structure and the Red River Structure.
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DEWATERING SYSTEM INSTALLATION AND REMOVAL

The following describes how the recommended panel and girder system will be installed and removed.

7.1

Concept and Assumptions

The basic concept is that the downstream girder, vertical guide columns and panels will be installed
from the crane platform located next to the abutment wall. The upstream girder and panels will be
installed from the service bridge. The current assumption is that the Diversion Authority will hire a
contractor to install the girders, vertical guide columns and panels, dewater the gate bay, and perform
repair work if required.

7.2

Equipment and Personnel Required





7.3

The design of the dewatering system and the bridge are based on using a Tadano ATF100G-4 or
Liebherr LTM1095-5.2 to install and remove the dewatering system components. These cranes
were available through Borsheim Crane in West Fargo North Dakota at the time of design. Any
other cranes used would need to be checked versus the design crane.
The contractor will also need (1) semi-truck and trailer to move the panels and girders from the
storage area to the East bay of the Wild Rice River Structure or to the Red River Structure.
Assumed minimum personnel requirements are: (1) crane operator, (1) signal person, (2)
riggers, and (1) semi-truck driver.

Dewatering Sequence

The following sequence is what was assumed during design of the structure and dewatering system.
a. The crane and flatbed semi-truck are mobilized for the dewatering contract.
b. The semi-truck with flatbed trailer enters the turnaround area first and positions itself facing
outward.
c. The crane then enters turn around area and moves onto the crane platform.
d. The crane rotates and picks up the needle girder from the storage area downstream of the dam
wall and installs the girder into the downstream girder slot (See Figure 7-1).
i.
1 to 2 people guide the needle girder into the girder slot.
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Figure 7-1 – Needle Girder Placement into Downstream Slot
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e. The crane then rotates and picks up vertical guide columns and needle panels. It installs a
vertical guide column (1 of 3) and a needle panel (1 of 4) into the foundation slot (See Figure
7-2).
i.

1 to 2 people are guiding the vertical guide columns and panels into position and then
strapping them to the girder.

ii.

This operation is repeated until all vertical guide columns and panels are installed in the
downstream slot.

Figure 7-2 – Needle Panel Placement into Downstream Slot
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The crane then rotates and lifts vertical guide columns and needle panels from storage slab onto
the back of the semi-truck flatbed trailer (See Figure 7-3).
i.

Timber cribbing is placed between the vertical guide columns and each panel.

ii.

Repeat this operation until all 3 vertical guide columns and 4 panels are stacked onto
the back of the flatbed trailer.

iii.

1 to 2 people are guiding the panel into position on the trailer.

Figure 7-3 – Needle Panel Placement on Semi-truck
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g. The crane then rotates and lifts needle girder from storage slab onto the back of the semi-truck
flatbed trailer (See Figure 7-4)
i.

1 to 2 people are guiding the girder into position on the trailer.

Figure 7-4 - Needle Girder Placement on Semi-truck
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h. The girder, vertical columns, and panels are then strapped down to the flatbed trailer.
i.

The crane moves onto the vehicle service bridge, followed by the semi-truck and flatbed trailer
(See Figure 7-5). This is for the needle girder and panel placement on the “near” bay. For
opposite side installation, the flatbed truck moves onto the vehicle service bridge first, followed
by the crane. The crane is always located on the service bridge over the bay opposite the bay
being dewatered.

Figure 7-5 – Crane & Semi-truck movement to Vehicle Service Bridge
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For the dewatering of the western bay, the crane preceeds the semi-truck and flatbed and sets
up east of the semi-truck and flatbed.

k. The straps are removed from the semi-truck and flatbed trailer.
l.

The crane then reaches forward and turns approximately 15-20 degrees to install the girder into
the upstream girder slot (See Figure 7-6).

Figure 7-6 – Needle Girder Placement into Upstream Slot
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m. The crane then rotates and picks up vertical guide columns and needle panels. It installs a
vertical guide column (1 of 3) and a needle panel (1 of 4) into the foundation slot (See Figure
7-7).
i.

1 to 2 people are guiding the vertical guide columns and panels into position and then
strapping them to the girder.

ii.

This operation is repeated until all vertical guide columns and panels are installed in the
upstream slot. The crane will turn approximately 15-30 degrees to install the vertical
guide columns and upstream needle panels.

Figure 7-7 – Needle Panel Placement into Upstream Slot
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n. Dewatering of the bay then commences.
o. Removal of the panels, vertical guide columns, and girders would follow a similar process in
reverse.

8

APPENDICES

The following documents were prepared to support the documentation of information specific to these
structures and to aid in determining the cost and configuration of the various systems evaluated and are
attached as appendices.
Table 8-1: Associated Appendices
Appendix A
Appendix B

Wild Rice River Structure: Dewatering & Emergency Closure System
Wild Rice River Structure & Red River Structure Dewatering System
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Wild Rice River Structure: Dewatering & Emergency Closure System
Knowns:
Wild Rice River Control Structure










WRRCS top of foundation=886.60
Normal Headwater El=894.50
Maintenance Dewatering Design EL=906.60
10 year EL=911.00
100 yea EL=922.50
500 year EL=923.00
Probable Maximum Flood Headwater EL=924.00
Probable Maximum Flood Tailwater EL=915.00
(2) 40 foot wide bays

Operation:

During periodic assessments (every 10 years) and maintenance, the bulkheads will be installed on the
upstream and downstream portions of the bay being dewatered. The associated elevation equates to
approximately a 3-5 year flood event.

In the event the tainter gate is inoperable and pooling is required, the bulkheads can be installed under
flow and stacked in sequence as shown in the sketch above.

Estimated Costs:
The estimated cost for an individual bulkhead is $315,000 if fabricated in 2017. A total of six (6)
bulkheads are required for a total of $1,890,000 dollars.
Other costs associated with operations are as follows:


Lifting beam: $90,000

The following bullet points are provided as partial justification for the cost estimate derivation.








A two girder bulkhead requires that each girder be designed as fracture critical.
Bulkheads will be designed with end rollers in order to mitigate sliding friction when being
installed under flow.
Bulkheads will be designed with the skin plate located on the upstream side.
Each bulkhead will be designed with a stiffness corresponding to a uniform deflection in order to
ensure seal unity.
Costs are extrapolated based on a 2010 fabrication of a 56’ Bulkhead Closure Structure in New
Orleans as shown in the following images. The contractor proposed cost was $1,000,000 for two
(2) bulkheads.
The 2010 costs were inflated to bring it up to 2017 fabrication costs.
The inflated cost was then reduced based on overall height, length, and weight ratios.

Red River Structure: Dewatering & Emergency Closure System
Knowns:
Red River Control Structure










RRCS top of foundation=874.00(+/-)
Normal Headwater El=TBD
Maintenance Dewatering Design EL=899.00
10 year EL=TBD
100 yea EL=922.50
500 year EL=923.00
Probable Maximum Flood Headwater EL=924.00
Probable Maximum Flood Tailwater EL=915.00
(3) 50 foot wide bays

Estimated Costs:
Following the same philosophy as Wild Rice:


The estimated cost for an individual bulkhead is $385,000 if fabricated in 2017. A total of six (8)
bulkheads are required for a total of $3,080,000 dollars.

Other costs associated with operations are as follows:


Lifting beam: $100,000

The following bullet points are provide as partial justification for the cost estimate derivation.



The Red River bulkheads will be 10’ longer but 5 inches shorter.
These bulkheads will be slightly heavier due to the higher head differential.

Wild Rice River Control Structure & Red River Control Structure
Dewatering System
Knowns:
Wild Rice River Control Structure









WRRCS top of foundation=886.60
Normal Headwater El=894.50
3 year EL = 901.60, current design EL for dewatering system
10 year EL=911.00
100 yea EL=922.50
500 year EL=923.00
Probable Maximum Flood=926.00
(2) 40 foot wide bays

Red River Control Structure









RRCS top of foundation=874.00(+/-)
Normal Headwater El=TBD
3 year EL = currently assumed equivalent to Wild Rice for dewatering system
10 year EL=TBD
100 yea EL=922.50
500 year EL=923.00
Probable Maximum Flood=926.00
(3) 50 foot wide bays

Unknowns:


Red River normal, 3 year and 10 year water elevations.

Scope:


Under the authority of ER 1130-2-339 the Corps, at government expense, will participate in the
inspection of a sponsor operated and maintained structure with the operating entity to assure that
the operating entity is conforming to the requirements of the PCA, the agreed upon inspection
program, and maintenance program.



Per ER 1110-2-1156 sections 11.4.1.1.1 & 11.4.1.1.2 page 11-4 states the first periodic inspection
and evaluation of a dam shall be carried out prior to impoundment of the pool; however, if
involuntary impoundment occurs before the first inspection is accomplished; the inspection shall
be performed at that time. This inspection will be funded using Construction funds. The initial
periodic inspection of concrete structure shall be made immediately prior to flooding of
cofferdams, culverts or chambers. A second periodic inspection for new dams shall be performed
no later than one year after impoundment is initiated. The 3rd and 4th periodic inspections shall
also be performed at one-year intervals. The 5th and 6th periodic inspections shall be performed
at two-year intervals. Subsequent periodic inspection intervals may then be extended to a

maximum of five years with a periodic assessment, which includes the periodic inspection, held
at intervals not to exceed ten years, i.e., at alternating periodic inspections. Inspection intervals
more frequent than indicated above shall be scheduled, if conditions warrant, as approved by the
district Dam Safety Officer. The second and all subsequent regular Periodic Inspections will be
funded with Operations and Maintenance funds.


ER 1110-2-1156 11.4.1.1.4 page 11-4 states that a Periodic Assessments shall be conducted as
determined by risk factors, but they shall not exceed a ten-year interval.



The tainter gates will need to be exercised on a to-be-determined schedule but the dewatering
system will not need to be placed for this exercise.



The stilling Basin and the Upstream Apron will not be dewatered.



The intent of the dewatering system is to provide the sponsor the ability to dewater the tainter
gate bay and inspect the features in that area. It is our intent that this is done during the July to
December timeframe and if river flows are high that this be rescheduled to times of lower flows.

Types:
1. Stackable Steel Bulkheads (both control structures).









A two girder bulkhead requires that each girder be designed as fracture critical.
Bulkheads are interchangeable @ Wild Rice but must be installed sequentially at Red River.
Bulkheads will require a lifting beam for installation and removal.
Each site will have its own dewatering bulkheads & lifting beam.
Max lifting force based on available cranes for rent.
Estimated cost of bulkheads @ Wild Rice: $771k + $90k for lifting beam.
Estimated cost @ Red River: $1.17 million + $100k for lifting beam.

The follow images are on the 56’ Bulkhead Closure Structure in New Orleans. The bulkheads were
designed to also handle aberrant barge impact. This will not be the case for Wild Rice and Red River

and will result in a smaller and lighter bulkhead. The cost for these two bulkheads was $1 million
and the estimated costs discussed above were extrapolated based on this figure.

Lifting beam not required since bulkhead is set when the water elevation is below the top of
bulkhead. The above bulkhead weighed approximately 65,000 lbs. For the Wild Rice and Red River
bulkhead designs, the goal is to keep the maximum lifting force below 30,000 lbs. This is possible
since there is no requirement to design these bulkheads for aberrant barge impact.

In order to unhook the crane, a water access via ladder was provided on each bulkhead. For the Wild
Rice and Red River structures, it is anticipated that the initial bulkhead will be submerged and as a
result will require a lifting beam. If it is determined that the water elevation will not exceed the top of
the first bulkhead, it would be better to provide a recessed ladder to access the top of the bulkhead in
order for workers to unhook the crane.

Bulkheads will be designed so they can be interchangeable on Wild Rice. For Red River, the
bulkheads will be individually designed and be installed sequential.

2. Vertical Steel Panels & One Horizontal Girder. (Wild Rice)& Vertical Steel Panels & One
Horizontal Girder with extension. (Red River)









Panels can be used at both the Wild Rice and Red
River control structures.
Girders can be used at both sites with the addition of
extension for Red River as shown to the right.
Wild Rice will be able to handle a higher flood event.
Interlocks of panels will be designed to be selfsealing. Divers not required.
Panels will have a demarcation line on each panel to
insure adequate seal bearing.
Cost for panel and girder system @ Wild Rice: $722k
= $532k for panels & $180k for girders.
Cost for panel and girder system @ Red River: $782k = $532k for panels & $250k for girders
plus extension. Approximately $1.35 million in savings over bulkheads.

The following images are from New Orleans on the Empire Floodgate. The cost estimates developed
were based on the estimates for recently fabricated panels at Bayou Dupre and the girder estimates based
off the Empire Lock costs. The overall girder length is 87.5’ and the overall panel height and width is
21.75’ and 6.917’ respectively.

Girder installation would be out of the water and thus would not require a lifting beam. Access to top of
girder is provided via ladder.

Panel leakage was prevalent but controllable during the long use time. The above panels were used
during installation of the sector gate. Tower supports were provided due to the long span. For the Wild
Rice and Red River panels, self-sealing interlocks will be investigated. Additionally, recesses will be
provided for the end panels in order to eliminate the need for wedge seals.

Initially, no leakage was observed once dewatered. Over time, elevation changes in the river eventually
cause the panel connections to lose its sealing ability and resulted in leakage. Any packing material used
was eventually washed away. Sandbags were used to coral the leaked water and a sump provided. It is
not anticipated that the river level would fluctuate daily since tidal effects is not a factor.

3. Two sets of vertical steel panels, three horizontal girders. (Red River)








Ability to resist a 10 year flood event.
The panels will have to be designed with the additional head.
The wall recesses will have a different setback for each girder. This eliminates installing the
wrong girder as each girder will have a different length.
Cost for the extra girders: $270k
Cost for additional panels: $266k
Additional cost for beefed up panels: $359k

Discussion:
1. Is the cost savings worth going with the panel and girder system?
2. If the panel system is chosen, would the construction drawings be included in the Red River
contract docs or Wild Rice contract docs or both?
3. Storage of panels and girders require less space than bulkheads. However inspection of panels
would require unstacking and tilting.
4. Sediment build-up in the bottom recess. The panels will be exercised such that the raising and
lowering of the panels would force the silt build-up to wash away. In order to determine if enough
silt has been removed, a demarcation line will be painted or stickered on each panel.

